
Celebrity Head Instructions 
 

Object 

Hidden in your headband is your celebrity name.  The goal is to guess your celebrity name first 

and win the game. 

 

Contents 

 Game Board 
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 10 Blank Cards 

 20 Big Hint Cards 

 Spinner 

 Instructions 

 

Set Up 

Place all Big Hint question cards with the questions face down on the Big Hint card space on the 

game board. 

Place all celebrity name cards face down off to the side of the game board. 

Each player is given a headband with the hands in the closed position (refer to assembly 

instructions) and a name card face down.  It is important that players do not see the character on 

their name card. 

 

Each player then inserts the name card in the slot behind the hands in the headband before 

placing it on their head.  To reveal his/her celebrity name to fellow players, each player opens 

the hands on their headband outward by grasping the red thumbs (refer to assembly instructions). 

Do not open the hand until the headband is firmly in place. 

 

Playing the Game 

The oldest player starts first. 

 

The starting player spins the spinner and follows the directions on the space where the spinner 

stops. Then play rotates to the left. 

 

The game board is made up of four categories. Please see the following directions for each 

category. 

 

 

Ask a Question 

A player who lands on this space may ask the entire group any question that gives a “yes” or 

“no” answer.  The object is to get a "yes" answer in order to spin the spinner again and ask more 

questions. 

 

Players answering the question must limit their response by answering either “yes” or “no” or 

“too difficult/unknown”. 

 



Yes – Player spins again. 

 

No – That player’s turn is over and play rotates to the left.   

Too Difficult/Unknown – Player asks another question. 

 

Example:  A player may ask, “Am I Famous”? 

 

Ask Two Questions 

A player who lands on this space may ask the entire group any two questions that give “yes” or 

“no” answers. The object is to get a “yes” answer in order to spin the spinner again and ask more 

questions. If the first question asked is “yes” and the second question “no”, a player may ask 

another question until the answer is “no”. 

 

Lose a Turn 

A player landing on this space is NOT permitted to ask a question. That player’s turn is over and 

play rotates to the left. 

 

Big Hint 

A player landing on this space selects a Big Hint card from the top of the deck and reads the 

question out loud. A player in the group answers his/her question and the card is returned to the 

bottom of the deck. That player’s turn is over and play rotates to the left. 

 

Winning the Game 

The first player to correctly guess his/her celebrity name wins the game. If a player takes a guess 

and it is incorrect, he/she must replace his/her celebrity name card with a new name from the 

deck and play rotates to the left. 

 

Blank Name Cards 

10 blank name cards have been included to allow players to create additional celebrity names or 

develop their own unique names, for example: 

• Friends, co-workers and family members 

• Type of sports 

• Household items 
 


